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Friends of the Karl König Institute
Everyone needs friends!
Would you like to become a friend of the Karl König Institute?
Please fill out and send us this form:
I would like to be a friend of the Karl König Institute! My data will only be used
in order to send me the Newsletter and monthly updates and to invite me to events.
This data will not be given to anyone else. I can unsubscribe at any time without
naming reasons. Then my data will no longer be stored by the Karl König Institute.
Name…..…………………………………………………..……….………………….
Address................................................................................................................................
Email ....................................................................................................................................
Date.......................................... Signature............................................................................
I would like to support the Karl König Institute by a regular contribution.
I can choose the amount myself (minimum €50 per year or the equivalent in my currency)
My contribution is: ........................

paid annually /quarterly (please choose)

It will be paid to: (please tick the applicable box)

□ The European Account of the Institute at the GLS- Bank:
IBAN DE74 4306 0967 1131 7142 00 BIC GENODEM1GLS
□ Via the donations page of Camphill Foundation in the US:
http://www.camphillfoundation.org
Please always state: "Friends of Karl König Institute"

I would like to receive the Newsletter regularly free of charge □ by email

□ by post

Friends of the Karl König Institute welcome you and thank you for your interest!
www.karlkoeniginstitute.org
r.steel@karlkoeniginstitute.org
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A Member of the International Camphill Movement

Welcome to the Karl König Institute!
Karl König was physician, social visionary and founder of the Camphill Movement – now a world-wide
movement for therapeutic intentional community based on a spiritual understanding of the human being.
He was a prolific writer and speaker, leaving a profound legacy of research and ideas still highly relevant
to our times.

The Karl König Institute for Art, Science and Social Life was founded to look after this legacy
(the Karl König Archive), to publish his works (the New Edition in English and German, including
a growing number of translations into other languages) and to connect to his manifold ideas and innovative initiatives in the context of today’s questions and problems. In doing so collaboration has evolved
with many research institutions internationally and a number of interesting projects have grown, the
biggest of them being the Kaspar Hauser Research Circle.
See our websites:
www.karlkoeniginstitute.org
www.kaspar-hauser.net

Perhaps the best known outcome and most central part of Karl König’s work is the ever developing
Camphill Movement. For this reason the Karl König Institute has begun to create a Camphill Archive,
centered around the birth place of the Camphill Movement, near Aberdeen in Scotland, where rooms
have been dedicated to this work (the Karl König Archive in Camphill Estate, where König lived and
worked for most of his life, and the Camphill Archive in Newton Dee Village, where many of his
lectures were held). This Archive – as with all tasks of the Institute – are, operationally decentralized
and thrive from the cooperative striving of diverse regional groups in various places across the world.
For the growing work of the Karl König Institute we need friends! Some friends can offer their
abilities – many tasks can only be done with donated time, whether it is typing, translating, scanning
and filing or many other jobs that need doing to keep our jobs running smoothly, but also in reading
documents, and furthering the research.

But friends are also needed to help finance the Institute. Without this financial support, the many-sided
work of the Karl König Institute could not survive. Even a small contribution, given regularly, means a
lot. Apart from some financing that is possible from the Camphill Movement, the contributions of our
friends add up to be our only secure income. We would be honored and grateful if you would join the
Friends of Karl König Institute with an annual donation – which could also be a monthly payment –
amounting to € 50.00. This will mean a great deal to continuing our work!

Could you become a Friend of the Karl König Institute? Of course we like to stay in contact with all
our friends, which is why we invite you to our events and welcome you to invite us for an event in your
area…! We offer lectures on many subjects related with the fascinating biography of Karl König, general
Anthroposophy and in connection with the many research themes König worked on – from history to
economics and from architecture to zoology.
You can find these subjects on our newly launched website:
https://www.karlkoeniginstitute.org/en/subject-areas.asp

But we also send a Newsletter for Summer and Winter each year with many interesting articles which
keep you updated about our work. These Newsletters are also available on our website.

With 10 years of work on the New Edition of Karl König’s works have made 18 volumes possible, both
in English and German and 20 informative Newsletters are waiting for you. We hope you can be part of
our journey into the next 10 years!
With thanks in advance,
Richard Steel – Managing Director
Cornelius Pietzner and Christoph Hanni for the Board of Directors

